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Summer means many things to the 
Tschuggen Grand Hotel. It’s the time 
when the hotel becomes a haven of 
relaxation: a special place to kick back 
and unwind in the unspoilt beauty of 
the Grisons. At the same time, it’s your 
ideal base for active adventures in 
nature: hikes through blooming Alpine 
meadows, swims in crystal-clear moun-
tain lakes, and yoga sessions overlooking 
breath-taking panoramas. Together, 
these magical experiences create 
memories to last a lifetime.

At the Tschuggen Grand Hotel, every 
day is a new chapter – a new opportuni-
ty for discovery and joy. Arosa is your 
place to reconnect with nature and 
make an unforgettable summer 2024.

Silvana and Ingo Schlösser 
Directors Tschuggen Grand Hotel

An Alpine hideaway that’s  
high above the everyday





This summer, be whisked away by the 
excitement of a season that’s as magical 
and varied as life itself. Our summer 
calendar highlights include sporting 
activities, culinary experiences and 
spectacular celebratory occasions.

Highlights for summer
Whisked away…



A reason to celebrate, if ever we 
heard one! Our summer calendar 
features two dates in honour of 
this special occasion – because for 
us, one day is simply not enough.

31 July 2024
The festivities kick off in front of the hotel 
with the Family Race, a fun-packed 
obstacle course that’s designed for all 
ages. Stands serving traditional raclette 
and sweet treats provide quintessentially 
Swiss refreshment. Come the evening, 
head to Restaurant La Collina for a 
fondue dinner accompanied by fantastic 
live performances from a Ländler (folk 
dance) duo.

1 August 2024
Here at the Tschuggen Grand Hotel, 
Swiss National Day is celebrated the 
old-fashioned way – with a Swiss 
breakfast. Later, join us for our grand 
Swiss National Day reception followed 
by a sumptuous celebratory dinner. 
Additional surprises await throughout 
the night – not least an evening 
torchlight hike to our spectacular 
Höhenfeuer (traditional Alpine bonfire).

1 August
Swiss National Day



Every Thursday to Saturday this
summer season, La Collina will be 
transformed into a lively Spanish 
restaurant. Expect a creative take 
on tapas dreamed up by Head Chef 
Uwe Seegert – a unique fusion of 
Spanish culinary heritage and quality 
Swiss ingredients. ¡Buen provecho!

Spanish nights 
at Restaurant La Collina



Arosa ClassicCar
29 August 2024 to 1 September 2024

With 7.3 kilometres of race track, 
76 bends and 422 metres of altitude 
difference, this spectacular racing 
event occupies a class all of its own. 
As the only such race course in the 
Swiss Alps, it’s no surprise that it 
draws visitors from all over the 
world – and brings joy to the hearts 
of countless classic car lovers.



Tschuggen Express 
Your exclusive way to access the mountains –  
directly from the hotel door

No car, no noise, no stress – just 
our very own mountain railway to 
whisk you to the heart of Arosa’s 
natural paradise in less than four 
minutes. At the top, a world of 
wonders lies in store. Trace paths to 
hidden mountain lakes, drink in the 
fresh Alpine air, savour the authentic 
hospitality of Arosa’s rustic mountain 
huts, and much more. Nestled amidst 
the sublime beauty and tranquillity 
of the mountains, the Tschuggen 
Grand Hotel is your ideal base for 
unforgettable summer adventures.





Open since last winter, our Mountain 
Lofts offer a way to enjoy breath-taking 
panoramic views of Arosa with no-
one else around. Conceived by star 
architect Tilla Theus and her team, 
with an interior concept by Ticino 
designer Carlo Rampazzi, these 
spacious apartments are characterised 
by the artful combination of spacious 
Alpine living and spectacular mountain 
views. One, two or three-bedroom 
options are available. Each loft comes 
with a private entrance as well as direct 
access to the hotel: ideal for a break in 
utmost privacy without forgoing the 
comforts of a five-star Tschuggen stay.

Mountain Lofts 
Living redefined – at over 
1,800 metres



Arosa’s mountain scenery and unspoilt 
nature are undoubtedly its best-known 
charms. Yet in addition to its many 
hiking trails, this natural health 
resort offers ample opportunities 
for quiet contemplation: peaceful 
corners of the region to reconnect 
with yourself and your thoughts.

The Bergkirchli
Built around 1492, the Bergkirchli 
(mountain chapel) is the oldest building 
in Arosa and a treasured regional 
landmark. The listed church is a sacred 
place with a profound connection 
to times gone by: a wonderful place 
to seek peace and contemplation.

Tip: Trace the footsteps of villagers past 
and take a walk along the old Kirchenweg 
(church path) – one of Arosa’s most 
beautiful and meditative routes.

Moving Mountains
Hidden Places



Inner Arosa and the 
Eggahuus local history museum
Stroll through Inner Arosa and explore 
the best-preserved parts of the Grisons’ 
Walser settlement, whose centuries-
old history begins with the taming of 
uncultivated pastures by the migrating 
Walser people. Look out for pasture 
fences constructed in traditional Alpine 
style and old wooden houses with 
blessings inscribed under the gables. 
When you’re ready for a break, head 
to the bench in front of the Eggahuus 
museum to sit back and enjoy the view.

Tip: A visit to the Eggahuus local 
history museum, opened in 1949, comes 
highly recommended. Get to know the 
region better with fascinating facts 
on our history and traditions.

Moving Mountains
Hidden Places



Maran
Located high up between the 
Weisshorn, Prätsch and Litzirü-
ti, the Maran plateau offers unique, 
breath-taking views of the surround-
ing white giants. The plateau is home 
to the highest 18-hole golf course in 
Europe as well as the Maran alpine 
dairy, which has been transforming 
Arosa milk into cheese and other 
local specialties for some 40 years.

Tip: Be sure to visit the Bündnerstube 
(Grisons parlour), an original 19th century 
parlour built by descendants of the Wals 
people, the original settlers of the area. The 
parlour serves cheese-based specialties like 
fondue and raclette from the Maran dairy.

Moving Mountains
Hidden Places



The Prätschalp
Close your eyes for a moment and 
picture the lushest, greenest moun-
tain pasture imaginable. This is the 
Prätschalp (Pratsch Alpine pasture). 
In keeping with its quintessentially 
Swiss character, you’ll find a variety 
of local specialties on offer – from 
cheese fondue and open cheese 
sandwiches to venison stew, dump-
ling soups and delicious cakes. In 
summer, the Prätschalp serves as 
a wonderful natural sun terrace on 
which to pause and enjoy views over 
the far-stretching Schanfigg valley.

Moving Mountains
Hidden Places





Moving Mountains is a holistic pro-
gramme of holiday activities aimed at 
promoting vitality, connecting with 
nature in new ways and celebrating 
the joy of life. PLAY is one of the five 
pillars upon which the philosophy 
is built. We believe that play is as 
important for body and soul as func-
tional fitness or nutritious food – and 
it is in this playful spirit that we seek 
to help you discover Arosa. Lose 
yourself in nature, create something 
new, or push your nerves to the limit 
with a thrill-seeking adventure.

Find out more about any of our  
Moving Mountains activities by  
calling +41 81 378 99 99 or emailing 
info@tschuggen.ch. Alternatively,  
our Outdoor Butler or concierge desk 
will be happy to advise you in person.

Moving Mountains
Immersion in nature



Playing the alphorn:  
Swiss tradition with spectacular 
mountain views 
Free of charge on 23.07., 06.08., 20.08. 

and 03.09.2024 

Bookable as a private activity for CHF 200 

(1 to 6 people)

Duration: 1 hour

Fishing in Arosa’s mountain lakes:  
At one with nature
Free of charge on Mondays

Bookable as a private activity for CHF 200  

(1 to 4 people)

Duration: 2 hours

Gathering mushrooms and berries: 
Gifts of the forest
Free of charge on Wednesdays

Bookable as a private activity for CHF 200 

(1 to 6 people)

Duration: 2 hours

Moving Mountains PLAY 
Curated Adventures



Moving Mountains PLAY 
Curated Adventures

Chasing the sun at the observatory:   
A journey into space
Free of charge on 12.07., 15.07., 16.08. 

and 06.09.2024

Bookable as a private activity for CHF 300

(1 to 6 people)

Duration: 2 hours

Cairn-building: 
Balance and finesse
Free of charge on Thursdays 

Bookable as a private activity for CHF 200 

(1 to 6 people)

Duration: 2.5 hours

A traditional Grisons sandwich iron: 
The taste of the mountains
Free of charge on Tuesdays

Bookable as a private activity for CHF 200 

(1 to 6 people)

Duration: 1.5 hours



Kneipping in an icy river:  
The invigorating force of the mountains 
Free of charge on Fridays

Bookable as a private activity for CHF 200 

(1 to 6 people)

Duration: 2 hours

Mountain lake swimming: 
Ice-cold refreshment 
Free of charge on Saturdays 

Bookable as a private activity for CHF 200 

(1 to 6 people)

Duration: 2 hours

Moving Mountains PLAY 
Empowering Expeditions

A sunrise hike on the Hörnli:   
Greeting the day
Free of charge on Saturdays

Bookable as a private activity for CHF 200

(1 to 6 people)

Duration: 3 hours

A natural spa under the waterfall:  
Showering in the open air  
Free of charge on Sundays

Bookable as a private activity for CHF 200 

(1 to 6 people)

Duration: 3 hours



Bike Kingdom Hunt Arosa
12 July to 14 July 2024

Arosa Farmers’ Market
26 July 2024

Swiss National Day Celebrations 
31 July to 1 August 2024

Arosa Jazz Days
2 August to 4 August 2024

Family Bike Vibes Arosa
2 August to 4 August 2024

X-Warrior Arosa 
17 to 18 August 2024

Arosa Classic Car
29 August to 1 September 2024

Arosa Trailrun
7 September 2024

Events 
2024





Nestled within the Tschuggen Grand 
Hotel is a veritable paradise for young 
adventurers: our new-look Kids Club. 
Inspired by the majestic nature that 
surrounds us, the club invites young 
guests to explore and discover. An 
inviting interior concept based on 
natural colours and warm light makes it 
the perfect spot to dream the hours away.
Young visitors need not go far before 
they encounter their first adventure: a 
wooden house that brings the animals of 
the forest to life. A cosy reading corner 
invites young minds to linger and dream. 
For slightly older guests, a separate 
teens’ corner offers a games table and 
PlayStation 5: the perfect place for 
not-quite-adults to relax and unwind. 
Young imaginations are nurtured in 
the creative corner, while the play 
corner offers space for shared fun.

Welcome to our new-look Kids Club
A playground for young adventurers 



Our thoughtfully designed kids’ 
programme opens a door to a world 
in which fun, adventure and learning 
go hand in hand. Play-based activities 
encourage young minds to discover 
the joy of nature while learning 
responsibility for our natural world.

Exploring an anthill
Take an excursion to an anthill 
to observe the secret life of these 
miniature architects. The trip 
takes a playful look at the work of 
these industrious insects and their 
importance for our natural world.

A trip to Arosa Bear Sanctuary
Arosa Bear Sanctuary is where 
rescued bears are given a new lease 
of life. A visit to the sanctuary lets 
young guests observe these impressive 
predators at close quarters and 
understand their important role 
within the mountain ecosystem.

Kids’ programme
Because adventure is in 
our nature



Soap-making
In our soap-making workshops, 
young guests are guided to create 
their own handmade soaps from 
natural ingredients. They learn how 
individual soap bars are made from 
prefabricated soap blocks by cutting, 
kneading and moulding. In the final 
part of the workshop, attendees have 
chance to express their creativity by 
decorating their hand-crafted soaps.

Spotting plants and trees
This outdoor tour of discovery teaches
young guests to identify a variety 
of plants and trees. After hopping 
aboard the Tschuggen Express into 
the mountains, we head back down 
on foot to explore the rich diversity 
of local nature. Attendees learn not 
only to name different plants and 
trees, but to make a useful syrup 
from plants they have gathered.

Kids’ programme
Because adventure is in 
our nature



Tschuggentorweg 1 – 7050 Arosa – Switzerland
Tel. +41 81 378 99 99 – www.tschuggen.ch
A Tschuggen Collection Hotel


